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I. INTRODUCTION 
LET %I$ be the moduli space of semistable rank 2 vector bundles with fixed even degree 
determinant on a curve C, and denote by Lo the generator of Pic(%R$). In this paper we 
prove the following formula given by E. Verlinde [l 11. 
THEOREM 1.1. 
k-l 
dim H°C%, Lko-*) = jzl 1 _ co~i2jnkJ)YL. 
For notation and definitions see [8, $11. 
Recall from [S] the method for calculating the Euler characteristic x(M, E) of a vector 
bundle E on a projective algebraic variety M. This involves embedding M into a homogene- 
ous variety J and extending E to a homogeneous bundle E on J. Then one resolves the 
structure sheaf of M by homogeneous vector bundles 0 --, F’ -+ CM --, 0. This implies then 
the following formula: 
xW, E) = x(J, E”O e(F’)), (1.1) 
where e(F’) is the formal sum of vector bundles in the resolution with alternating signs. In 
particular, if M is a complete intersection in J, i.e. there is a vector bundle V over J, such 
that M can be obtained as a non-degenerate zero-section of I’, then F’ can be taken to be 
the Koszul resolution and e(F’) = A_ 1 (If*). The right hand side of (1.1) then involves only 
homogeneous objects and can be calculated using the Atiyah-Bott fixed point theorem. In 
[S] the Hilbert polynomial of !IRF was calculated using this method and the model of 
!IJIt given by Desale and Ramanan [S] when C is hyperelliptic. 
Since we do not have such an explicit model for !III$ as for ?lXy, we cannot apply the 
methods of [S] directly. Instead, we use the Hecke correspondence between the two moduli 
spaces to transfer the calculation from ‘9-R: to ‘9-R;. In 42 we obtain the surprising result that 
dim H’(%R$, Lk,) = x(YJIf, Symk U,), where p E C and U, is the universal bundle over 
9-X; x C restricted to 9.R: xp. Again we can assume that C is hyperelliptic and use the 
embedding of Desale and Ramanan !IJI~GS into a homogeneous space of the orthogonal 
group. 
Next, we need to extend Ur, to S as a homogeneous vector bundle. This turns out to be 
a subtle question and requires a detailed study of the construction of Desale and Ramanan, 
tResearch of the first author was in part supported by NSF postdoctoral research fellowship DMS-89-05510. 
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which takes up $3. In $4 we complete the construction of the extension. Finally, in $5 we 
finish the proof by performing a calculation analogous to the one in [S]. 
2. THE HECKE CORRESPONDENCE 
Let U be a universal rank 2 bundle on $VJIy x C. That is, if m E $%Rf represents the bundle 
E on C, then Ullm)xc z E. Universal bundles exist and are unique up to tensoring by the 
pull-back of a line bundle from VI:. If we let U, = U Ignl: Xp, then det(U,) = Lf for some 
integer k, since L1 is a generator of Pic($%JJ$ and the integer k is independent of the point 
p E C. The bundle U may be chosen so that k = 1 (see [2]). This determines U uniquely, and 
will be our definition of the universal bundle. 
As in [4], we define the Hecke correspondence: 
mmE YF(i:.)Ync 0 
as follows. First, P(U,) is the P’-bundle of one dimensional quotients of Up and 71 is the 
projection.-l- Thus, a point in IFD(U,) consists of a surjective linear map i,: U,[m] ---f @ up to 
scalars, where U,[m] is the two-dimensional fiber of U,, at the point m E YJI?. On the other 
hand, if E is the bundle on C corresponding to m, then U,[m] = E[p], and i induces a sheaf 
map j: E + CQ, where C, is the skyscraper sheaf supported at p. The kernel of 2 is a vector 
bundle F. One readily checks that F is semi-stable, and if det E = 5, then det F = 5( - p). 
This defines p. 
Alternatively, Grothendieck duality yields the isomorphism Hom(E[p], C) = 
H’(C, E @ @J* z Ext’(@,, E* @ Kc). Thus a point of P(U,) represents a non-split exact 
sequence modulo scalars 
O-,E*@Kc+F*@Kc-‘Cp+O (2.1) 
This shows in particular that the fiber of p over any y E ‘9JI$ representing a stable bundle is 
also isomorphic to P’. 
Since 9X: is a normal projective variety (see [6]) we obtain the following as an 
immediate consequence of the definition and the projection formula: 
H’(!JJI$, Lk,) z H’(P(U,), p* Lk,) z H’(%R:, Z* p” Lk,) (2.2) 
LEMMA 2.1. 
S,,,,(l) = P*Lo, SO n,p*Li G SymkU, 
Proof. Since the Picard group of p(U,) is generated by 7c* L1 and fi!p(v,J (l), it follows 
that p* Lo = 0(a) @ TC* Lb,. The lemma is equivalent to showing that a = 1 and b = 0. 
Since the lemma does not depend upon 4, we may assume that the degree 
deg([( - p)) = 2g - 2. In that case, there is a divisor 0 c !JJI$ defined as the closure of the 
set of stable F in %R$ such that H”(C, F) # 0. The divisor 0 is Cartier (see [3]) and so 
defines a line bundle Bws(0). Furthermore, Pic(m$) = Z, so 9,; (0) = L’, for some positive 
integer c. The intersection of p- ’ (0) with a general fiber of 71 is then equal to the product ea. 
tNote that with this convention rc*(fipfu,,, (1)) = Up. 
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If E is a general bundle in ‘Jny, then hO(C, E) = 1. Further, the map i: E[p] + @ 
represents a point in p-‘(O) n X-~(E) if and only if hO(C, F) = 1 for the associated 
F = ker(/2), that is, if and only if i carries the section of E to zero in C,. It follows that the 
intersection is a point with multiplicity one, and so ca = 1. Thus Lo = Cnlmg(0) and a = 1. 
We compute b using the canonical bundle K,,“D,. Because we have chosen det U, = L, 
and KmU1:- = L;’ (see [7]), the relative tangent and Euler sequences tell us that Kp,“,) = 
X* K’JJlb@7r*detU,@6(-2)=7r*L;‘@6(-2). On the other hand, if 
6(l) = p*L, @ TC* LTb, then K,(,pl = rc* Lfbm ’ 0 p* L, 2. Since, as we noted earlier, the 
map p: p(U,) + !IJlg is a P’ fibration over the open set of stable points, it follows from 
adjunction that for stable y, deg(K,(“pJ lp I (,,J = - 2. Taking into account that L1 is ample, 
this means that 2b - 1 is a negative integer dividing - 2, thus b = 0. n 
As a corollary of the proof, we get: 
COROLLARY 2.2. 
K PC”,, = rc* L;’ 0 p” LO2 
Next, we show that the dimensions of the spaces in (2.2) are given by an Euler 
characteristic: 
LEMMA 2.3. For all i > 0 and k 2 0, 
H’(my, Symk(U,)) = 0 
Proof: Since both the line bundles L1 and Lo are ample on their respective varieties, it is 
immediate that for any positive integers a, b, the bundle X* L”, 0 p* Lb, is ample on p(U,,). 
Using the corollary, this means that for k 2 - 1, the line bundles p* Lk, may be written as 
the tensor product of the canonical bundle and an ample bundle. Therefore by Kodaira 
vanishing, for all i > 0, H’(IFD(U,), p* Lk,) = 0. But 71 is a P’ fibration over !l.R(i‘, and for 
m E %I$, the degree deg(p* Lk,),- lcmJ = k. Since H’(P’, O(k)) = 0 for all k 2 0, it follows 
from Lemma 2.1 and the Leray spectral sequence associated to 7t that 
H’(%RF, Symk(U,)) = H’(p(U,), p* Lk,) = 0 
for all i > 0 and k 2 0. 
Putting (2.2), Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.3 together, we get: 
q 
THEOREM 2.4. 
dim H”(‘9J& Lk,) = x(‘9Jly, Symk U,) 
Remark 2.1. Note that Theorem 2.4 expresses dim H’(m$, Lk,) as an Euler character- 
istic of a vector bundle that depends smoothly on C, therefore it implies that 
dim H’(!IJJ& Lk,) does not change under deformations of C. Since the moduli space of curves 
of genus g is irreducible, this implies that dim H”(9JIg, Lk,) depends only on the genus of C. 
3. MODULI OF RANK 2 BUNDLES ON A HYPERELLIPTIC CURVE 
In this section we recall the construction given by Desale and Ramanan [S]. Fix 
a hyperelliptic curve C. It comes equipped with a canonical two to one map 6: C + P’ and 
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an involution i: C -+ C. Equivalently, fix the set W = {wl, . . , wzg+*} of branch points of 
0 in P’. We will identify W with its preimage in C, as no confusion should arise. 
Fix a line bundle 5 of degree 2g + 1 on C, which will play the role of the determinant line 
bundle in the definition of 9.R;. For each p E C, let &j[p] denote the fiber of 5 at p. Let 
V= 0;:;’ Vi = @f:T’i”[Wi]. Notice that the choice of W c P’ determines a splitting 
H’(P”, &,(2g + 1)) r 0;:;’ fl C,)(2g + l)[wJ. Notice also that (T* induces isomorphisms 
8,1(2g + 1) [Wi] z 5 @ i* ([wi] for each wi E W. 
We define a quadratic form Q: V@ V@ OPl + 0PI(2g + 1) as follows: 
2 H”(C, 0,1(2g + 1)) @ opt -OLV(2g + 1) 
Equivalently, consider the symmetric version Q: V@ Gpl --, V* 0 6,~(2g + 1). The 
following properties follow immediately from the definition of Q: 
(1) At every x $ W, the fiber Q[wi]: V-+ V* is non-degenerate. 
(2) At wi E W, the fiber Q[wi] has rank 1 with kernel oj, i vj. 
The following Lemma is an immediate consequence of properties (1) and (2). 
LEMMA 3.1. There is a unique symmetric map 0: V* @ Opl -+ Vg fZPl(l) satisfying 
/,*g+l Q^ = Q. 
The symmetric map defined in Lemma 3.1 is the usual pencil of quadrics associated to 
the hyperelliptic curve C. (See Tyurin [lo]). 
Suppose x E P’ - W, and consider the non-degenerate symmetric map Q[x]: V-+ V*. 
We define the “spinor” Grassmann varieties: 
S(h, Q[x]): = {A E Gr(h, V)l Q[x] In: A -+ A* has minimal rank} 
where Gr(h, V) is the Grassmann variety of h-dimensional subspaces of V. If h 4 g + 1, then 
the minimal rank of QIA is zero, while if h 2 g + 1 the minimal rank is 2h - 2g - 2. 
Let 1: Gr(h, V) + Gr(2g + 2 - h, V*) be the “dual” isomorphism, defined by 
r(A) = (V/A)*. Then: 
LEMMA 3.2. The “dual” isomorphism 1 carries S(h, Q[x]) to S(2g + 2 - h, Q^[x]). 
Proof: Up to a nonzero scalar, we can identify Q[x] with Q[x] - ‘. The Lemma is then 
immediate. 0 
We also will need to introduce partial spinor flag varieties. Suppose h # g + 1. Let 
PS(h, Q[xl) = S(h, QCxl)x S(s + 1, QCxI) 
be defined by: PS(h, Q[x]) = {(Ah, A,+JAh c A,+1 or Ah 3 Ag+r>. 
J 
f’s& Q [xl 1 
\ 
S(k QCxl) S(s + 1, QCxl) 
Recall that the spinor variety S(g + 1, Q[x]) is a disjoint union of two irreducible 
components. On the other hand, if h # g + 1, then the spinor Grassmann variety S(h, Q[x]) 
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is irreducible. As a result, in the incidence correspondence above, PS(h, Q[x]) consists of 
two irreducible components, which we call PSf (h, Q [xl) and PS (h, Q [xl), each of which 
is a fiber bundle over S(h, Q[x]) with connected fibers. 
We will discuss these varieties in greater detail in the next section. For now, we need 
only to observe that under the dual isomorphism, PS(h, &xl) is carried to 
PS(2g + 2 - h, Q[x]), since the incidence correspondence is reversed. 
The theorem of Desale-Ramanan [S] may be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 3.3 (Desale-Ramanan). 
9JInz’i‘ = n s(g + 3, Q[x]) = Gr(g + 3, v) 
xeP’ 
Using Lemma 3.2, we see that for x +! W, the dual isomorphism carries S(g + 3, Q[x]) 
to S(g - 1, &xl). Thus Theorem 3.3 is equivalent to VI: E fix_, S(g - 1, Q[x]). In fact, 
since Q is a pencil of quadrics, the theorem is equivalent to: 
For any x, y E P’, x # y, ‘9JIy z S(g - 1, o[x])n S(g - 1, Q[y]) 
Theorem 3.3 is usually stated in this way. 
In this section, we will prove the following enhancement of the theorem of 
DesaleeRamanan: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose p E C - W and o(p) = x. Then the map 9X: + 
S(g + 3, QCxl) in Theorem 3.3 extends to maps P(U,)+PS+(g + 3, Q[x]) and 
P(ui(,,) + PSP(g + 3, Qlxl). 
As in Theorem 3.3, we can restate the proposition, replacing g + 3 with g - 1, and Q [x] 
with Q[x]. We will use this formulation in the next section. 
In order to prove Proposition 3.4, we need to recall the steps in the construction of the 
map mY + nXEPL S(g + 3, QCxl) in C51. 
Step 1. To associate a g + 3-plane in V to each E E YJIf. 
If 9 is a sheaf on C, on which i acts, let H’(C, 9 - and H’(C, 9)’ denote the space of 
i-anti-invariant and i-invariant sections, respectively. The vector bundle E 0 i* E is an 
example of a sheaf with an i-action. 
LEMMA 3.5. For any E E 5l_Ry, dim(H’(C, E 0 i*E)-) = g + 3 and dim(H’(C, E @ 
i*E @ a*&,( - l))-) = g - 1. 
This is a consequence of Riemann-Roth and the Atiyah-Bott fixed-point theorem. See 
Proposition 2.2 of [S]. 
Consider the exact sequence: 
O-+E@i*E@o*Opl(-g- l)-+E@i*E+E@i*Elw-+O 
Because E and i* E are stable bundles, H’(C, E 0 i* E 0 a*Opl( - g - 1)) = 0, so we have 
an inclusion H’(C, E 0 i* E)q Of::’ E @ i*E[wJ. Taking i-anti-invariant parts, we get 
the inclusion 
( 
2g+2 _ 2g+2 
HO(C,EOi*E)-~ 0 EOi*E[wi] ~ 0 A’E[Wi] = V, (3.1) 
i=l i=l 
which by Lemma 3.5 gives a g + 3 plane in V. 
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Step 2. To show that for all x E P’ - W, the restriction of Q[x] to H’(C, E @ i* E)- 
has rank 4. 
Consider the quadratic form QE on H’(C, @ i* E)- defined by: 
H’(C, E @ i* E)- @ H’(C, E @ i* E)- @ Opt + H’(C, ALE @A~ i* E)+ @ tip, 
z H’([FD’, cP1(2y + 1)) @ OP> 
+ &9(2g + 1) 
As before, let QE also stand for the associated symmetric map. 
LEMMA 3.6. Up to a nonzero scalar, QE is the restriction of Q. 
This is proved by a direct computation, and is contained in the proof of Lemma 5.5 
of [S]. 
Now, if we fix x E P’ - W, then we have fixed an inclusion H’(C, E @ i* E 0 
CT* O,,( - l))- 4 H’(C, E 0 i* E)- by considering the anti-invariant sections that vanish at 
(T- l(x). But by definition of QE, it follows that under this embedding, H’(C, E 0 i* E 0 
o*~J,~( - l))- lies in the kernel of the symmetric map QE[x]. By Lemma 3.5 and the 
non-degeneracy of Q[x], it follows that this is the full kernel, and QE[x] has rank 4. 
Step 3. To globalize Steps 1 and 2. 
Consider the product C x ‘9JIy x P’ and the projection maps ret: C x YJIy + %JIy, 
712:C~~~jCand71,:Cx~~xP’~Cx~~. 
Recall that U is defined to be the choice of universal bundle on C x 9JIy with the 
property that for any p E C, h2 U, r L1, where L1 is the ample generator of Pic(!IJIm). It 
follows that det U = rrr L1 0 x2*<. 
The maps in (3.1) globalize as follows: 
( 
2g+2 
(x1*UOi*U)-4 0 7c1*UOi*UI,,.w: - Z V@Ll. 
i=l ! 
Thus, the inclusion of the rank g + 3 bundle (7c1* U 0 i* U)- @ L;’ in the trivial 
bundle V@ 0,: determines the map of !LRt into Gr(g + 3, V) that globalizes Step 1. 
Next, let 9~ = {(x,p + i(p),m)jo(p) =x} c P’ x C x !llly. Consider the sub-bundle 
7c.;L;‘@(7c~* nJ U @ i* U( - 9))- 4 7~; L; ’ @ (nl* 7~: U 0 i* U)-. This globalizes the 
inclusions in Step 2. Thus, if we fix a point x E P’ - W, then by Step 2, the sub-bundle 
determines a map 4X: !BIy -+ S( g + 3, Q[x]). This completes the construction. 
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Fix x E P’ - W and p E o-‘(x). Then the quotient of 
H’(C, E @ i* E)- by the inclusion of H’(C, E @i* E @ o*(Opl( - l)))- in Step 2 is 
naturally isomorphic to 
(E @ i* E[p] @E @ i* E[i(p)])- z E @ i* E[p]. 
Furthermore, the quadratic form induced by Q [x] on E @ i* E [p] under this isomorphism 
is: 
(E @ i* E[p]) @ (E @ i* E[p]) + A2E @A2i* E[p] E G,l(2g + l)[x] (3.2) 
Using Step 3, we globalize this, and obtain: 
(1) The pull-back to %Ry of the tautological rank 4 bundle on S(g + 3, Q [xl) is 
isomorphic to U,@ Ui(p,O L;‘. 
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(2) The quadratic form on U, 0 Uicp) 0 L; ’ induced by Q [xl: V 0 Oaf -+ V* 0 Qmmf is 
given by: 
It follows from (3.2) that for any e E E[p], the quadratic form induced by Q[x] restricts 
to zero on e @ i*E[p]. In other words, P(E[p]) parametrizes one family of maximal 
isotropic subspaces of E @ i* E[p], and similarly, i* E[p] parametrizes the other family. 
This observation globalizes, so that (since !IJJ1? is connected), the map 4X: 9-X: + 
S(g + 3, Q[x]) lifts to maps &X: p(U,) + PS+(g + 3, Q[x]) and 6;: P(Ui,,,) + 
PS-(g + 3, Q[x]). Furthermore, $X and 6; are isomorphisms when restricted to the 
fibers. 0 
4. HOMOGENEOUS BUNDLES ON SPINOR VARIETIES 
The purpose of this section is to extend the bundles U, and Ui(p) from ‘9.X? to homogen- 
eous vector bundles over S(g - 1, Q[x]) z S(g + 3, Q[x]), where x = o(p). Let us set 
h = g - 1 and Q = Q[x]. 
Let { y,, y2, . . , y,, +,} be an orthonormal basis for the non-degenerate quadratic form 
Q and introduce a polarization of Q via the basis p: = y,i- 1 If: J-1 y,i. Fixing the plane 
Ho spanned by {p+li = 1,. . .,h} we can represent S(h, Q) as the quotient SO,,+,/PO,, 
where POh = P(GL, x S04) is the stabilizer of Ho. The notation P(G) stands for a parabolic 
subgroup with canonical reductive quotient G. The choices we have made fix a maximal 
torus Th c P,,, the stabilizer of the basis pi’. Denote by Xi the basic character of T,, coming 
from the action on pi. 
The two components of PS(h, Q) can be represented as PS’(h, Q) = S02h+4/PG:, 
where PG, = P’ (GL,, x GL2) is the common stabilizer of the planes H, and H: , spanned 
~Y{P:,P:,..., ph= I3 ph’+ 21 and H; by {P: , d, . . . , PC+ 1, pi+ 2} respectively. 
Remark 4.1. Note that this corresponds to two different embeddings e’ of GL, into 
S04. Under e+ the positive root of GL, goes into xh+ Jx,,+~, while under e- it goes into 
xh+l xh+2. 
Note that the ifD’-fibrations PS’(h, Q) 5, S(h, Q) are SO( V)-equivariant. Thus Proposi- 
tion 3.4 gives us SO(V)-homogeneous extensions of the bundles p(U,) and p(Ui(p,). Un- 
fortunately, there is an obstruction to “lifting” these extensions to SO(f+homogeneous 
vector bundles. However, the situation is resolved by passing to the Spin-group. 
Consider the standard double cover c: SpinZhcq -+ SO,,,,, with maximal torus 
?h = c* T,,. The double cover P”oh = c* POh is a connected parabolic subgroup of Spin2h+4, 
so S(h, Q) = Spin,,+,/P6h and similarly PS’ (h, Q) = Spin,,,+,/P"Gh . We describe the 
characters of ?h via the symbols Si, i = 1, . , h + 2 connected to the Xi-S via the relation 
s’ = xi. A character of T,, then is a monomial nF:r syk with yi = Yj mod 2, for i, j < h + 2. 
Homogeneous vector bundles over a homogeneous variety G/P are parametrized by 
their isotropy representations. Thus for a representation R of the group P we can construct 
a homogeneous vector bundle over G/P via the quotient E, = (G x R)/P. Note that in the 
case, where P is a parabolic subgroup of a reductive group G, it is sufficient to define the 
representation R on its reductive quotient. This representation in turn can be described by 
the character of the maximal torus on R denoted by Tr. For details and notation see [S, 933. 
The homogeneous bundles that we need are as follows: 
l the determinant bundle 9 on S(h, Q), Tr Rip = n!_ 
homogeneous. 
,_ 1 sj . This bundle is SO(V)- 
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the pullback of the spin line bundle from S(h + 2, V’) to PS’(k, Q), which we 
denote by 9’. The character of the corresponding representation Rs~i” is 
character of ?” given by Tr RSpin = n:?f sj. 
will 
the 
the rank 2 vector bundles 8’ and 6- on S(k, Q) with characters of the isotropy 
representations given by 
Tr Rc+ = B 
( 
1 
sh+ls,,+2 + 
Sh+l sh+2 > 
and TrR,- =B(z+z), 
where B = nJ= 1 Sj. Note that B is not a character of f. 
LEMMA 4.1. Tke bundles listed above are related as j&ws: 
(1) det b+ 2 det K z Y, 
(2) a*Y+ E b’, cc*? Z Q-. 
Proqf The first equality is clear from the definitions since 
Tr AIRY. = Bs,,+~s~+~~Bs~~~s~~~ = B2 = TrR,, 
and similarly for b-. 
To show (2), note that since a,Yf is the push-forward of a homogeneous line bundle 
along the fibers of a equivariant fibration, the result must be a homogeneous vector bundle 
over S(k, Q). The isotropy representation of this bundle can be obtained by induction from 
the double covers (GL, x GL,)” to ((GLh x SOJ-, or, what is the same ~ from PG to P6. 
We will calculate the character of this representation via the Atiyah-Bott fixed-point 
formula in the form given in Section 3 of [S]. In this case, the relative Weyl group has only 
one non-trivial element sending &,+ 1 and sh + 2 to their inverses, and according to Remark 4.1 
A; = {sh;21 s;:~}. Applying formula [8, (3.2)] we obtain 
Tr ~,~ RSpin = ~ 
1 - (&I+1 sh+2)-2 
~ 
1 - (sh+l %1+2)~ 
= B(Sh+l sh+2 + 621 sh;12). 
The proof for ~5~ is analogous. 0 
So far we have been vague about how to choose the polarization on Vcorresponding to 
a point p on the hyperelliptic curve. Note that the spin-structures for the pencil of quadrics 
Q^[x], i.e. a choice of one of the components of S(k, &xl) at x, form a double cover of lpi, 
ramified at the Weierstrass points. This can be checked directly by showing that the 
polarization of Q^[x] changes to the opposite, when “going around” a Weierstrass point. 
Thus the set of such choices can be identified with the hyperelliptic curve itself. After making 
one global choice then, we can speak about bundles 8,’ and 6; over S(k, @[a(p)]), such 
that &* =c?? 1 (Pk 
No’w we are in position to state the main result of this section: 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the embedding &$c,,: +JJl~~S(k, Q[a( p)]) 
Proof We will prove the first isomorphism. The second can be treated analogously. 
From Lemma 4.1 it follows that PS+(k, Q) = p(8,‘) with BpCe;)(l) = Y, so by Proposition 
3.4 we conclude that p(U,) = 4zCp,) P’(&,‘). Thus Up and $:Cp,~c can differ only by a line 
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bundle, i.e. by a power of L1. In [S, Lemma 4.1. (3)] it was shown that +&,) 9 = L1, which 
by Lemma 4.1 implies that det 4 ,,(pI&p+ = det U, = L1. Since Pit (9X$ contains no torsion, 
this implies that $z(p,&p’ g U,. 0 
5. THE CALCULATION OF THE EULER CHARACTERISTIC 
Now we are ready to calculate dim H”(‘9JI$, I$,). By Theorem 2.4 it is sufficient to 
calculate x(!IJI~, Symk U,) for some point p E C, and by Remark 2.1 we can assume that C is 
hyperelliptic. 
We use the notation introduced at the beginning of 53. Fix a point p E C, which does not 
coincide with any of the Weierstrass points of C. Then from Theorem 3.3 we can conclude 
that YJI$ is embedded into S, = S(h, &a(~)]) as a non-degenerate zero-section of the 
bundle Sym’ Y, where Y is the dual of the tautological rank h bundle on S,(see [S, Lemma 
4.11). Also by Theorem 4.2 the bundle &p’ is an extension of U, from !JJI$ to S,. Thus 
applying [S, Lemma 3.21 (also see $1) we obtain 
x(YJIy, Symk U,) = x(S,, Syrn’gi 0 i_r(Sym2Y*)). (5.1) 
The calculation of right hand side of (5.1) is parallel to the one given in [S]. We can apply 
the Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula in the form given in [S, 931. Equations [S, (3.2), (3.3)] 
applied to (5.1) give the following formula: 
x(S,, Symkd+ @i_,(Sym’Y*)) = lim C w’ 
Tr R(k) 
{si-1) wsw, TrI._,(A*)’ 
where now R(k) = Symk R,+ 0 I*_ I(Sym2 V*), while V, A* and W, are the same as in 
[8> 041. 
Recall from 94 that 6’ is the homogeneous vector bundle over S, corresponding to the 
isotropy representation R,+ of the group P6 with Tr R, _ = B(sh+ 1 s,,+* + s;:~ s;t2). 
(B was introduced in the previous section.) Then we have 
TrSymkR,+ =Bk i (~,+,.Y,,+~)~-~-~~=B~ (%+lhI+2)k+1 - (~h+l~h+2)-(k+1) 
i=l sh + 1 sh + 2 - sh-+‘l %+l2 
so 
Tr R(k) = Bk 
(%+l Sh+2)k+1 - bh+l Sh+2)-(k+1) 
sh + 1 sh + 2 - sh;ll s;+‘Z 
while Tr 1_ 1 (A*) is given by formula [8, (4.1)]. Our goal is to show that 
lim 1 we 
{Si’l) WPW, 
(5.2) 
After performing the cancellation and rearranging the denominator we arrive at the 
following formula, the analog of [S, (4.3)]: 
Tr R(k - 2) 
Tr)._,A* 
= Bk/?(k)yD-‘, 
where 
(5.3) 
P(k) = 
bh+l &1+2)~-l - @h+l sh+2)-(k-1) 
sh + 1 sh + 2 - %+‘l sh;l2 
? y = fJ (sf - s;2) 
i=l 
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and 
D = fi (si” + ~-7’ - (sf+l Si?l))(St + sim2 - (Sh2+2SfT?2)). 
i=l 
Again we would like to perform the summation with respect to W, in two steps: first 
apply W*sipns, the sign changes and then W, perm the choice of two elements of the set , 
variables {sl, sir . . . , s,,+ 2}, which will play the role of s,,+ 1 and s,,+ 2. However, now we 
have to be more careful, because unlike in the earlier case, our expression, more precisely 
P(k), is not invariant under the substitution s,,+ 1 + s;:~. 
We have to take advantage of the fact that y is anti-invariant under 
have 
Wsigns directly. We I 
w;p(k)Bk. 
Taking the limit s,, + 2 --t 1 reduces the last expression to a sum over those h + 1 elements 
wp E W,Ym, for which s,,+ 2 is contained among the corresponding two variables, since 
otherwise limsh+l+l wp’ y = 0. Once the value of s,,+ 2 is set to 1, P(k) becomes invariant 
under Wfgns. Then since &,,,a7 _ + w; Bk = n:=, ($ -- .srk), we obtain the following formula 
for our limit: 
h+l $1 _ ,j(k-1) 
lim 1 
(s? - s;*)($ - s;k) 
(s,*l] j=l sj - s,: l ivj(2 - (sf + sp))(s; + s,T2 - (sf + sL2)). 
To evaluate this limit we will use an alternate argument, different from the one in [8], 
suggested to us by D. Zagier. Introduce the functions 
Fk(Z) = (z2 - z-2)(zk - z-k) k-l -(k-l) 
2-(z2 +z-2) 
and G&)=Z z+_I . 
Using that Res,=,d(z* + z-*)/(z2 + z-* - (s* + sP”)) = 1 we can give the following 
integral representation to our limit: 
h+l 
iFI zz + z - YL”“~;! + s; 2) d(z;;z; - ‘! 
k 
(5.4) 
Here Ck is a small contour around 1 (not containing any other Zk-th root of unity), and we 
assume that Si and s;’ are inside Ckr for i = 1,2, . . . , h + 1. The 3 in front of the expression 
accounts for the fact that each of the h + 1 terms of the sum appears twice in (5.4), the jth 
term appears as the residue at sj and sJ7 I. 
Taking the limit under the integral sign we obtain 
3 F(l)h+ l 
s 
G,(Z)@ - (Z” + Z-2))-(h+1) 
2(z2 - z-2)dz 
Ck ZF&) 
Using the definition of Fk(z) and that F,(l) = 2k we simplify this expression as 
4 (2k)h + ’ s 2dz cI, z(z” - z-k) G,(z)(2 - (z* + z-2))-h. 
Rewriting the expression slightly we arrive at 
kh g 
s Ck 
(5.5) 
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Note that the differential from that we are integrating is invariant under z + - z. Now 
applying the Residue Theorem, and taking into consideration the invariance under 
z --f - z, we can replace the integral by the sum of the residues of this differential form over 
the 2k-th roots of unity, ranging from exp(i) to exp(vn). 
Finally, since for kjzk = 1, v # & 1 
2dz 
Res- = T 1 and G(v) = + 1, 
Z=Y z2k - 1 
the residue of dz(zZk - 1)-l G,(z) at v equals - 1. Then it is manifest that (5.5) coincides 
with the right hand side of (5.2). This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 0 
Remark 5.1. Our construction also allows to recover the conformal blocks correspond- 
ing to the theory with one puncture (see [l] and also [9] for notation and explanations). 
The proof above is easily generalized to give the following result: 
dim H’(P(U,), 7c*L: @p Lzm2’) = Fk(g)xl, 
where 21 I k, and 
k+l sin(j(21 + l)n/(k + 2)) k+2 
> 
g-1 
Fk(dxl = c 
j= 1 sin(jr/(k + 2)) 1 - cos(2jn/(k + 2)) 
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